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The Joy of Satan gives you the accurate and proper knowledge to build yourself
up, and even reconstruct yourself from inside out. The knowledge here is
invaluable, but we all try to do our best to stand as good inheritors to this
knowledge.

As life might wrong people by giving them bad parents or bad counselors, or
even no help at all, the Gods help people freely.

Many can say that the Gods indeed have parented all of us, be that alongside
our "parents" without partaking directly, or in complete absence of them, or
together with them in the future and current cases which will emerge in the future
by Spiritual Satanists making their families.

The power of knowledge is underestimated, because most people ascribe power
to external things falsely. Power is perceived in the wrong way, while it is
internally sourced, and in all other cases, it's borrowed and not really present.

Without your internal power, and knowledge, a human being is nothing. Real
versatility in life, real joy, and real strength, will arrive with the inner knowledge.
This strength persists with you forever.

No matter the size or lack of external power, one will always be a slave and prey
to negativity, evil and falsehood in life, without the inner knowledge. The removal
of the inner knowledge has made this world a heap of confusion, which can be
fixed by the reinstatement of this knowledge.

The Joy of Satan is pivotal in the destiny of the world to achieve this, and we are
all carriers of this task through our common union.

Soon there will be an update on the Ethical Virtues of Spiritual Satanism. That is
a work of many years to write this down in accordance to the already known
virtues expressed by the JoS and the Gods themselves.

For that reason, it's important to be able to be educated ourselves in virtue but
also make sure a foundation exists for the education of future generations.
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This will give everyone a compass on how you walk, based on the directions of
life that are the foundational pillars of existence. Life and the Gods have set up
these pillars, and our job is to walk this path that will lead to our ascent as souls
into higher levels.

With instruction about inner power, outer power, and the proper compass, one
can always achieve their destined ends, dreams and ambitions.

Most importantly, the beauty of Spiritual Satanism is that you are here and that
you understand that you must live a wonderful life.

No matter what life gives you, with the power over yourself, your internal world,
and the opening to the never ending realm of possibilities of the real universe,
one's life has meaning.

Finally, many people out there think that blessings are about primarily the
material realm. However, when the Gods truly love people, they give them
knowledge and inner power, then wisdom and everything else follows later.

Every real Joy of Satan sister or brother, is in this category. It's important to
contemplate on this. If you had or have children, you must focus on their
education and instilling in them a strong inner compass that is founded upon the
Eternal Knowledge.

We must carry forward on with the light that has been instilled in us, and promote
this outwards.
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